Abstract: The localization and identification of services in legacy software is the most challenging task in the process of migrating (i.e., reengineering) legacy software towards service oriented architectures (i.e., SOA) and web services technologies. This paper proposes an approach to locate services in legacy software by means of information retrieval techniques, WORDNET ontology, FCA (i.e., Formal Concepts Analysis) and the analysis of the legacy interfaces of the software. In this approach, interfaces are analyzed to generate queries for each service to be located. The WORDNET ontology is used to expand the queries terms to make best coverage of the modules (e.g., the part of source code: procedures/functions) implied in the computation of the service. IR (i.e., Information Retrieval) techniques (e.g., vector space model, Latent semantic analysis) are used to map queries to the relevant modules of the legacy software, presented as a ranked list (i.e., search space). This list represents the parts of source code that participate in the computation of the service. This process is repeated for each service, and the results are exploited by the FCA techniques to reduce the search space time spent by the developer when examining the result to decide in real parts that contribute to the computation of each service.
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1 Introduction
SOA and web service technologies are new approaches to engineer interoperable software’s so that companies can incorporate their clients' and vendors' applications to the systems. Most companies rely on legacy software functionalities to accomplish their daily business. Reengineering these functionalities towards SOA approach is the objective of the enterprise. Reengineering the legacy software towards SOA architectures make it interoperable and add business value to it, so external (and internal) application can consume the provided service. Reengineering is less costly than the redevelopment from scratch. Reengineering provides a mean to companies to capitalize their anterior investments. In Chatarji [2], a set of advantages to migrate towards SOA architecture are presented.

The first step needed to reengineer the legacy software is the identification (i.e., location) of the functionalities to be exported (i.e., reused) as web services in the SOA paradigm [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Program understanding is the key of the success of this step. Locating services in source code can be taken as a concept (i.e., feature) location problem with some assumptions. Concept location is the process of finding part of source code that participate in the computation of some functionalities and is prerequisites of any program understanding task. Several approaches have been proposed to locate concept in source code ranging from static analysis of the source code [8] and the dynamic approaches [20] mixed between static and dynamic [10] and the approaches that make use of IR techniques [11]. IR approaches [29] are good tools to find concept (i.e., service) but the main problematic (general problematic not only in the context of service location) is when writing query (i.e., choosing set of descriptive terms) to find a concept (i.e., service), the terms that compose the query can be part also of other services terms (i.e., the functionalities share terms) so the ranked result list of the mapping between query and source code parts (modules) in term of
an IR technique is so large and mixed between set of part really participating in the computation of the concepts and part that do not, we name this problematic as overlapping queries terms effects.

As solution to this problem we propose an approach to locate services in legacy source code starting from the extraction of a specification (i.e. term inputs, terms outputs and name of the service) of each service to be located based on the interface of each legacy functionality, this specification is expanded using the WORDNET ontology, then each specification is mapped to service query. Each query is mapped to modules of source code and the result is ranked list of candidate relevant modules that probably contribute to the computation of the service. The set (queries, list of relevant modules) is used to build context table (objects are service to be located and attributes are the ranked list) and finally the FCA technique is used for classification and analysis of this set. The main contributions of this paper are:

1. An interface and ontology based queries formulation to minimize the effect overlapping queries terms problem, selection of good queries impact the size and the pertinence of the ranked result list so developer spent little time to find the real relevant parts of each services.
2. IR techniques to locate parts of source code relevant to the computation of each service built following a functional approach where the all proposed approaches in the literature use object oriented approach.
3. An FCA approach to decompose, understand the software and to reduce the search space time (search space = the ranked list for each service) spent by developers to find real relevant part for each service.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents the related work, section 3 give some background needed to understand the approach, section 4 details the proposed approach, section 5 present the developed tool and the case study and finally section 6 conclude and give some perspectives.

2 Related Works
This paper addresses the problem of locating services (the first step to reengineer legacy software to SOA) as concepts (feature) location problem using IR techniques, so related works on migrating application towards SOA is given in 2.1 and related work on concepts location using IR is given in 2.2.

2.1 Migrating Legacy Software towards Web Services
Many approaches had been done in the context of reengineering legacy to SOA paradigm from both industrial and academia. In [4] propose a functional approach starting from the identification of the functionalities to be reused and locate them in code source based on testing techniques, Sneed [14] propose a framework for wrapping legacy PL/I, COBOL, and C/C++ code to expose functions within the programs as web service, he argue that locating source code that implement the web services is a challenging task and take business rule approach to do it where Chen et al [15] propose an ontology mapping based approach to locate services in source code, in [16] model driven approach to reengineer relational database towards web services. In [17] Canfora et al, an interaction driven approach is taken to migrate legacy interactive system towards web services he record the interaction between user and interface to generate an FSA (automate) to be replayed when service is invoked. In [23] ontology and FCA with information from static analysis of the software are used to migrate a legacy C software towards SOA paradigm.

2.2 Concept Location
Concept location identifies parts of a software system that implement a specific concept that originates from the problem or the solution domain. Concept location is a very common software engineering activity that directly supports software maintenance and evolution tasks such as incremental change and reverse engineering [18] now much software understanding approaches apply IR techniques to locate concepts in legacy software. Semantic of the software is hidden in the source code lexicon, looking to source code as text and applying IR tools reveal a lot of knowledge about the code source to support software evolution tasks. Concept location is started as concept assignment problem [19]. Wilde [20] develop the reconnaissance tool to identify concepts based on dynamic analysis of source code. In nowadays IR techniques are used to locate concepts [21, 22, 18, and 24] these approaches differ in the IR techniques used to index the software, the use of information about source code only (static approach), dynamic information or both.
3 Background

This section provides brief background information on Formal Concept Analysis (FCA).

3.1 Formal Concept Analysis

FCA was introduced by Rudolf Will in 82s [5]. FCA is technique for data analysis, knowledge representation an information management. FCA has been applied in several domains as linguistics, software engineering, psychology, Artificial Intelligence and information retrieval [7]. FCA provides a mathematical notion of concept (set of object that shares the same properties) and concept hierarchies which is based on order and lattice theory. The starting point of FCA is the Formal Context, which describe a binary relation between a set of object and a set of attributes (i.e., properties) from a domain of interest. Formally a formal context $k = (G, M, I)$ where:

1. $G$ a set of (formal) objects
2. $M$ a set of (formal) attributes
3. $I$: $\subseteq G \times M$.

The formal context is represented as a table where each row forms an arrow and attributes forms columns. The cell formed by intersection of row $i$ and column $j$ contains $x_{i,j}$, if the object of row $i$ have the attribute of column $j$. Given a set of objects $O$ of some context $(G, M, I)$, it is interesting to consider the set of attributes common to all those object. For any set $O \subseteq G$, the set $O'$ is defined as $O' = \{m \in M | mIg \text{ for all } g \in O\}$. Similarly we derive the set of all objects having all attributes from a given context. For any set of attributes $A \subseteq M$, the set $A'$ is defined as $A' = \{g \in G | \text{mg for all } m \in A\}$. A pair $(O,A)$ with $O \subseteq G$ and $A \subseteq M$ is a formal concept whenever we find $O = A'$ and $A = O'$, here $O$ is the extent and $A$ is the intent of the formal concept. The set of all concept constitutes a lattice $L$ when provided with the following specialisation order based on intent/extent inclusion $(O_1, A_1) \leq (O_2, A_2)$ if $O_1 \subseteq O_2$ (i.e., $A_2 \subseteq A_1$). For further understanding look at [13].

1.2 Vector Space Model

An algebraic Model used in information retrieval, filtering and indexing to represent textual document as a vector of identifiers. In this model document $(d_j)$ and queries $(q)$ are represented as a vector of terms: $d_j = (w_{1,j}, w_{2,j}, ..., w_{N,j})$ and $q = (w_{1,q}, w_{2,q}, ..., w_{N,q})$ where $w$ is the weight attributed to term in the document. Absence of term in document is denoted by the weight 0. $Tf-Idf$ is the most common approach used to compute this weight [29]. Cosine similarity is the common used similarity measure to calculate the relevance ranking of documents to a query [29], where the term specific weights in the document vectors are products of local and global parameters. The weight vector for document $d$ is $Vd=[w_1,d, w_2,d, ..., w_N,d]T$, where $w_{t,d} = tf_{t,d}/(\sum_{d \in D} |d|)$ and $tf_{t,d}$ is term frequency of term $t$ in document $d$ (a local parameter), $log(|D|/|\{d \in D \mid t \in d\}|)$ is inverse document frequency (a global parameter). $|D|$ is the total number of documents in the document set, $|\{d \in D \mid t \in d\}|$ is the number of documents containing the term $t$. Using the cosine, the similarity between document $d_j$ and query $q$ can be calculated as:

$$sim(d_j,q) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{i,j} \cdot w_{i,q}}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{i,j}^2 \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{i,q}^2}}$$

4 The Proposed Approach

The main steps of the approach are depicted in Fig.2 and the code source of Fig.1 is used as an example to explain the concepts used in this approach.

```c
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
#define _CRT_SECURE_NO_WARNINGS

int add_two_numbers(int number_1, int number_2)
{
    printf("This is inside function :D!");
}

int main() {
    int number_1 = 5, number_2 = 10;
    int result = add_two_numbers(number_1, number_2);
    printf("\nResult: %d\n", result);
    getch();
    return 0;
}
```

Fig. 1 A sample source code

![Fig.2 The proposed approach.](image-url)

4.1 Generation of Service Specification

Legacy interactive software expose functionalities to end users via interfaces composed of inputs and outputs data, terms are used to denote the data to be entered in order to invoke the functionality or data that are visible to the user as a result of the
execution of the functionality and a name of the functionality.
We need to locate and extract each functionality and reuse it as web services. Starting from this idea a specification can be generated for each future service based on the interface of each functionality, this specification is a 3-uplet (inputs terms, outputs terms, name of the service), inputs terms denote the data to be entered to invoke the service, the output terms denote the result data if service is executed and name is the service name.

4.1.1 Expanding the Specification
Legacy software is developed and maintained several times by different developers, so different terms are used to denote the same concept. WORDNET is used to calculate for each term the set of its synset (synonyms).

4.1.2 Query Formulation
Each specification is mapped to a query. This query is the union of the specification terms (including terms resulting from the expansion in 4.2.) and the name of the service to be located (verb phrase).

4.1.3 Corpus Creation
Source code is analysed and modules (i.e. procedures and functions) composing the legacy software are extracted to be used as documents (i.e. each module is a document), each future document will be composed only from comments and identifiers names (the rest is discarded) and a corpus is created as a set of documents each document represent a module composing the legacy software. As an example, from the source code of Fig. 1 we construct a corpus composed from the three documents: main, myfunction, add.

4.2 Indexing
Before starting this task, each document is pre-processed so identifiers terms are split and stemmed then the corpus is indexed using the vector space model (other IR technique can be used) and a vector is generated for each document. As an example the terms extracted from the function:

```c
int add_two_numbers(int number_1, int number_2)
{ return number_1 + number_2; }
```

Of source code of Fig. 2 are: int, add, two, number (have 3 occurrences), return. A list of non-informative word can be used to discard non-informative terms as int, return and so on.

4.6 Ranking the Documents
We calculate the similarity measure for query representing a service and the documents composing the corpus and the result is a set of documents relevant to this query sorted according to their descending score of similarity. We take only first n document or we take the set of relevant document having score > a (a or n is fixed empirically), this process is repeated for each service query.

4.7 Lattice Generation
Results of step 5 are taken to build the context table in the following manner: Each service is an object and each document figuring in the results is an attribute, a lattice of concepts is generated using the algorithm of [12].

4.8 Service Location
The generated lattice give a good point to start filtering the real part contributing in service computation, by starting examining shared modules. Shared modules are modules that participate in the computation of more than service, when this situation happens, it is easily identifiable in the lattice by looking for concepts (i.e. nodes in the lattice) having more than objects (i.e. service).

Developer start analysis of this concepts type to make decision about the shared modules if are:

1. Really shared modules: Parts participating really in the computation of different services.
2. Some are deceiving modules: Are not part of any services and this is fault of the IR techniques, or only participate in a set of services composing the concept (n services) with n < card (set objects composing the concepts).
3. All this modules do not participate in any services of this concept, this can happen when other services are not take into account when building the context table (we are not forced to take all functionalities but what we want to migrate only).

With this definition rules we reduce the time spent to decide which modules have to be examined first and better understanding can be gained.

As an example consider the following context, Table 1, composed of three services s1, s2, s3 and four attributes p1...4:
The lattice generated for this context is presented in Fig. 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: A context table example.

The lattice generated for this context is presented in Fig. 3.

In the lattice, nodes (i.e. concepts) only shows the new objects (i.e. services) and attributes (i.e. modules) per concept, more formally a node is labelled with an object (O) if that node is the smallest concept with O in its extent and it is labelled with an attribute (I) if it is the largest concept with I in its intent. This approach is taken also in the case study, it facilitate the understanding of the lattice. From this lattice we can infer the following concepts:

- C1 = \{(s1),(p4,p1,p2)\}
- C2 = \{(s2),(p1,p2,p3)\}
- C3 = \{(s3),(p3,p2)\}
- C4 = \{(p2)\}
- C5 = \{(p1,p2)\}

Concept c4,c5 are good starting point in reducing search space where p1 is shared between s3 and s, p2 is shared between s3 ,s2, s1 and we have to decide if it is.

5 Case Study

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, a tool is built. Code worker [25] and SRCML [26] are used to analysis and extract modules from the legacy C software.

The search engine is built using the LUCENE API [27], term synset are computed using wordnet API [30].

Using this tool we have evaluated this approach on Cairline reservation software download from http://www.planet-source-code.com, a site for sharing software source code. 5 services are taken to be located in the legacy software, table 2 present each services with query used to locate it, the first 5 modules (top score) are taken from the ranked list:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Name</th>
<th>Query</th>
<th>The top 5 modules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Add airline</td>
<td>Add airline+name+departure+time+arrival+time+capacity+aircraft type</td>
<td>Add_airline, option, edit_airline, option 2, option 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete airline</td>
<td>Delete airline+name+capacity+type+departure+time+arrival time</td>
<td>Delete_airline, Add_airline, option, edit_airline, option 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search airline</td>
<td>Search airline+name+destination</td>
<td>Option, option 1, airline, view_airline, view_customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add a customer</td>
<td>Add customer+name+phone+nicumber+passport+nationality</td>
<td>Add_customer, edit_customer, view_customer, customer, delete_customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete a customer</td>
<td>Delete customer+name</td>
<td>Add_customer, edit_customer, view_customer, customer, delete_customer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Services to be located, the used query and the top 5 modules result of the query.

Fig. 4 presents the generated lattice using TOSCANAJ tool [31].
5.1 Analysis of the Lattice
We give some example on how we interpret the lattice to reduce search space time:

The concept c1 (i.e. delete an airline) have the module delete_airline as its proper module, where
\{Option, add_airline, edit_airline, option2\} are also potential part of it but are shared with the service
add an airline (concept c2) , option is shared with delete an airline, add an airline and search an airline
the developer examine option module first, then pass to modules \{ add_airline, edit_airline, option2\},
after examination we find that edit airline is not part of any of the two services (delete airline, add
airline) and is discarded where add airline is part of add a airline service but option2 and option are
part of delete airline. The concept c3 reveal that the service add customer and delete customer share the
module set \{add_customer, edit_customer, customer\} and the module customer is part of search airline, add customer
and delete customer services, we start with view customer is not part of any of the three.

6 Conclusion
In seventeenth Lehman introduced his law of software evolution [9]. Evolution is driven by two
major forces: changes in the business domain of the application and changes (i.e. advances) in the
software architectures, paradigm and technologies. SOA architecture and web services technologies
tend to become the prevailing software engineering practice. In the SOA (i.e., Service Oriented
Architecture) applications can be developed by composing existent services offered by different
providers and the services web define the technology of this idea.

In this paper present an approach to locate services in legacy software is proposed. The
identification and query formulation are interface and ontology (WORDNET) driven approach, IR
techniques are used to locate relevant parts composing each services and FCA is used to reduce
space search by detecting shared parts to give a good starting point for developer to filter the result
list and reducing the time search space. A tool is built and a case study is conducted on real legacy
software built using a functional approach, the approach shows that IR techniques can be used for
concepts location in functional source code also. In the future we plan to enhance the approach with
information gathered from the static and dynamic analysis of the software.
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